
Principles for Cooperative Gaming
1. Games are an effective educational tool. The primary pm-

pose of games and play is tohave fun. However, we do leam during
play. We leam what is and what is not acceptable behavior, for ex
ample. When yovmg people take part in asport, they also watch the
spectators. Their observations may tell them thatcertain language or
actions are appropriate or that others are inappropriate andmay even
warrant penalties. Incooperative sports, young people learn how to
work as a unit, how to cooperate withone another to achieve a de
sired goal.

Creative sports teach us new and exciting things about ourselves
and others. We leam the advantages of working togetherinstead of
trying always towin. We learn the place of healthy competition by
working together. Putting competition in its proper perspective be
comes aninsightful experience. Cooperative games teach us skills and
encourage leadership, and they enable us to grow while learning.

2. Games are an extension of the values we communicate. In
cooperative gaming, we remove the element of competition and
replace it with the value of working together. If caring and sharing are
values wearetrying to communicate to youngpeople, then a cooper
ative game allows those values tobe lived out even in play. There is
no competing, no trying outfor teams, no choosing ofcaptains; no
one is left out. No one is more important than anyone else because
everyone is a vital part of the unit.

Ifwe are trying to build community withyoung people but
encourage competitive sports during recreation tune, we contradict
ourselves immediately. Cooperative games are an extension of our
values: we respect each person, we work together, we have fun, and
no one gets hurt.

3. Cooperative games build community and help us minister
to one another. Cooperative games build a sense of commrmity
among participants. By working together and tapping one another's
gifts and strengths, people discover new relationships.

Ministry happens during playtime: We encourage one another,
work together, laugh, stmggle, and ultimately succeed together. Often,
the people who are ministered to during cooperative sports are those
who have been left to sit in the stands before because "they weren't
good enough to play." The "stars" are alsoministered to because they
don't feel the pressure of having to produce "points."They can play,
cooperate, enjoy, be encouraged, and struggle along with the group.

4. Cooperative games encourage leadership. In cooperative
play, noone is appointed leader because he or she is stronger, bigger,
orbrighter. Leadership is granted by the group, at the pace ofthe
group, and when the need is recognized by the members. Leadership
emerges by consensus, and itoften develops nonverbally. Cooperative
recreation encourages leadership and allows it to grow and be fostered
by the group members. There is perhaps nothing more exciting to



watch than the dynamics of interaction in cooperative games as
youngpeople try to conquer the obstacle at hand—andexperience
delight in their accomplishment. Cooperative play opensup the
excitingpossibilities of workingas a unit, getting along, and comple
menting one another, as well as having fun.

5. Cooperative gaming allows the development of skills. Many
people playing cooperative games have a difficult time until someone
says, "I don't feel we are listening to one another. If we talk one at a
time and listen, we will be able to figure this out more quickly." As
the group discovers more effective means of communicating, it de
velops a sense of problem solvingand decision-making, skills that are
important to growth.

6. Cooperative gamesallow everyone to feel a sense of impor
tance and accomplishment. Cooperative games allow everyone to
playand work together. People are not leftout because they are too
short, too fat, too slow, or the "wrong" sex. Everyone is given the
opportunity to feel accepted and needed instead of fearing rejection
or the pressure of havingto prove something to the group. Everyone is
included in the activity. Everyone is an important part of the group
and is needed by allbecause of the variety of experiences, personal
strengths, gifts, and talents each person brings.

Guidelines for Creative Gaming
1. Always encourage and affirm the participants during games.
2. Model the Christian behavior you are expecting or hoping for

from the participants.
3. Avoid games that are sexist, that is, games that assume and pro

mote sexual stereotypes or that use sexist language.
4. Play games that challengeparticipants to grow, but do not choose

games that frustrate the playersby their difficulty.
5. Beprepared—have all equipment on hand.
6. Play only games that you personally have "field-tested."
7. Play games that help create a relaxing, comfortable atmosphere;

that build community; and that avoid liable risk of bodily harm.
8. Avoid games that misuse things (such as food), waste or harm

natural resources, or damage clothing, carpeting, and so on.
9. Clearly explain the object and the rules of a game before

beginning (except, of course, in games that require an element of
surprise).
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